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Agenda

- Changes to System Notifications draft
- Open Issues
Changes in draft -01

- `<sys-startup>` notification removed
- Make changed-by into a grouping, and added usage to `sys-config-change` notification.
- Added `target-database` leaf to `sys-config-change` to distinguish between running and startup changes.
- Removed 'bad-start' from `termination-reason` leaf in `sys-session-end` notification.
System Notifications

- `<sys-config-change>`
  - `<running>` or `<startup>` database has changed
- `<sys-capability-change>`
  - `<capability>` list has changed
- `<sys-session-start>`
  - NETCONF session has started
- `<sys-session-end>`
  - NETCONF session has ended
- `<sys-confirmed-commit>`
  - Confirmed commit event occurred
Open Issues

• Consensus of specific system events
• Consensus on the contents of each system specific event
• if (consensus) {
   ready_for_wglc = true;
}